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ASSEMBLY THIRD READING 

AB 2225 (Ward) 

As Amended  May 19, 2022 

Majority vote 

SUMMARY 

Requires the California Natural Resources Agency (NRA), on or before January 1, 2024, to 

conduct regional workshops across the state to solicit input, priorities, and concerns from Native 

American tribes regarding traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) and provide reimbursement to 

the tribes for this consultation.   

Major Provisions 
1) Defines "traditional ecological knowledge" (TEK) as the knowledge held by indigenous 

cultures about their immediate environment, cultural landscapes, and traditional practices that 

build on that knowledge.  

2) Requires, no later than January 1, 2024, NRA to conduct regional workshops of Native 

American tribes across the state to solicit their input, priorities, and concerns regarding the 

state's use of TEK.  

3) Requires, no later than January 1, 2024, NRA, in consultation with the Governor's tribal 

advisor, to adopt a policy regarding the state's collection, acquisition, storage, and use of 

TEK that incorporates the principles of "cause no harm" and "free, prior, and informed 

consent" and that includes, but is not limited to, all of the following: Direction and guidance 

for consulting with Native American tribes for the purpose of collecting, acquiring, storing, 

and using traditional ecological knowledge in order to incorporate this knowledge, where 

appropriate, into the conservation and management of lands owned or managed by the 

agency or its departments, boards, conservancies, or commissions; direction and guidance to 

protect traditional ecological knowledge from unauthorized distribution or use; and, direction 

and guidance to reimburse Native American tribes for the use of TEK.  

4) Requires, on and after January 1, 2024, NRA and the departments, boards, conservancies, 

and commissions under NRA to identify regionally-appropriate opportunities to partner with 

Native American tribes to incorporate traditional ecological knowledge into the conservation 

and management of lands owned or managed by the department, board, conservancy, or 

commission. 

COMMENTS 

30x30. NRA recognizes that California Native American Tribes and tribal communities have 

sovereign authority over their members and territories and a unique relationship with California's 

resources. All California tribes and tribal communities, regardless of federal recognition, have 

distinct cultural, spiritual, environmental, and economic and public health interests and unique 

traditional cultural knowledge about California resources.  

As part of Executive Order N-82- 20, California committed to the goal of conserving 30% of our 

lands and coastal waters by 2030. This initiative seeks to protect biodiversity, expand equitable 

access to nature and its benefits, combat climate change, and build our resilience to climate 

impacts. 
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The draft Pathways to 30x30 California: Accelerating Conservation of California's Nature states 

"Tribally led conservation is key to the success of the 30x30 initiative and Indigenous people 

must be given the space and the funding to spearhead stewardship actions and drive traditional 

management toward biodiversity goals for the state." 

This bill. The intent of this bill is to create a uniform policy for all departments and agencies 

within NRA to coordinate with Native American tribes and incorporate their TEK into their 

respective programmatic planning.  The bill essentially codifies the Executive Orders B-10-11 

and N-82-20 to collaborate with tribal partners to incorporate tribal expertise and TEK to better 

understand our biodiversity and the threats it faces. This bill also provides a mechanism for 

paying Native American tribes compensation for their time and intellectual property – their TEK.  

According to the Author 
California is working to conserve 30% of its lands, including land and coastal water by 2030. 

Conservation is a state priority as biodiversity is threatened by habitat loss, invasive species, 

drought and depletion of water supplies, climate change impacts such as sea level rise, drought 

and extreme heat, wildfire, disease incidence increase, and flooding. Land management and 

conservation requirements need to take a local, regional, and statewide approach to integrate 

complex conservation goals. Native American tribes have an important role in this process and 

should be represented at local and regional levels as advisors, managers, and co-managers to 

provide their expertise on region-specific conservative initiatives and actions. Tribes maintain 

integrated indigenous knowledge, practice, and belief systems that are critical to successful land 

management and are guided by a unique set of values that has existed for thousands of years. 

Currently, land conservation requirements do not integrate traditional management principles 

and practices, which may be excluding best practices developed for local ecosystems long before 

European settlers occupied, developed, and/or managed land. AB 2225 provides a consistent 

policy on TEK as the state moves toward achieving its goals of conserving 30 percent of its lands 

by 2030. 

Arguments in Support 
The Barona Band of Mission Indians writes, "We welcome appreciation of and the sensitivity to 

the need to ensure that Tribal knowledge and perspectives are prioritized as the state works to 

conserve lands and coastal waters."   

Arguments in Opposition 
The Rincon Band of Luiseño Indians notes that "achieving tribal sovereignty is a long and 

arduous process and is sacred to our people. In the United States, only tribes who have navigated 

the difficult process to be federally recognized enjoy tribal sovereignty. For this reason, we 

respectfully request that AB 2225 be amended to apply to only federally recognized tribes." 

FISCAL COMMENTS 

According to the Assembly Appropriations Committee, enactment of this bill would result in 

one-time costs of approximately $750,000 to NRA, including $500,000 to hire a consultant to 

support NRA in conducting the statewide listening tour, facilitating government-to-government 

consultations and researching, drafting and finalizing the policy; and, $250,000 to hire new NRA 

staff to implement the legislation, including adopting the policy, implementing guidance on 

reimbursement and contracts and incorporating the policy into specific land management plans 

and grant guidelines. The Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) estimates costs of $232,000 

in fiscal year (FY) 2023-24, $310,000 in FY 2024-25 and $202,000 ongoing to support one 
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permanent "Staff Services Manager I" position and one temporary "Staff Services Manager I" 

position. Lastly, the bill could result in unknown, potentially significant costs to the other 

departments, boards, conservancies and commissions under NRA that administer grants for land 

management and conservation purposes to incorporate the policy of TEK into their guidelines, 

and unknown, potentially significant costs to provide reimbursement for consultation with Native 

American tribes. 

VOTES 

ASM NATURAL RESOURCES:  11-0-0 
YES:  Luz Rivas, Flora, Friedman, Cristina Garcia, Mathis, McCarty, Muratsuchi, Seyarto, 

Stone, Wood, Robert Rivas 

 

ASM APPROPRIATIONS:  12-0-4 
YES:  Holden, Bryan, Calderon, Carrillo, Mike Fong, Gabriel, Eduardo Garcia, Levine, Quirk, 

Robert Rivas, Akilah Weber, Wilson 

ABS, ABST OR NV:  Bigelow, Megan Dahle, Davies, Fong 

 

UPDATED 

VERSION: May 19, 2022 

CONSULTANT:  Paige Brokaw / NAT. RES. / (916) 319-2092   FN: 0002719 




